1. Introduction {#sec1-sensors-18-03741}
===============

Technological advances in navigation and positioning, together with the development of location-based services, have enabled smart devices (i.e., smartphones, tablets, wearables) to become an indispensable part of daily human actions, activities and interactions \[[@B1-sensors-18-03741],[@B2-sensors-18-03741],[@B3-sensors-18-03741]\]. GPS positional data generated from these smart devices provides the foundation for revealing a vast variety of location-based activities \[[@B4-sensors-18-03741],[@B5-sensors-18-03741]\], including, for example, human daily activity pattern mining \[[@B6-sensors-18-03741]\]; behavior analysis \[[@B7-sensors-18-03741]\]; human health monitoring \[[@B8-sensors-18-03741],[@B9-sensors-18-03741]\]; road/pedestrian network generation and updating \[[@B10-sensors-18-03741],[@B11-sensors-18-03741],[@B12-sensors-18-03741]\]; transportation monitoring \[[@B13-sensors-18-03741]\]; land-use detection \[[@B14-sensors-18-03741]\]; space optimization \[[@B15-sensors-18-03741],[@B16-sensors-18-03741]\]; route planning and point of interest recommendation \[[@B17-sensors-18-03741],[@B18-sensors-18-03741]\], etc. Specially, for location-based services, for example, the system may send customized advertisements and real-time traffic information to travelers based on the knowledge of their transportation mode and location. For transportation science, travel behavior research is undertaken based on GPS data provided by travelers. To understand these travel behaviors, GPS data classification based on transportation mode is an important first step. In addition, for other knowledge mining research, GPS data with specific transportation mode data provides a rich set of information, such as information about vehicles trajectories; and from pedestrian trajectories \[[@B19-sensors-18-03741],[@B20-sensors-18-03741]\]. Therefore, for these GPS data-driven applications and developments, data classification based on the underlying transportation mode plays an important role in providing task-focused data support.

The key to GPS trajectories classification based on the underlying transport mode is recognizing the transport mode of each GPS point, GPS segment, or an entire GPS trajectory. In recent decades, research on transportation mode detection from GPS data has been widely discussed, and a considerable number of approaches for detecting transport mode have been proposed. These methods, vary by input variables; and classification algorithm. Authors in Ref. \[[@B21-sensors-18-03741]\] compared the relative performance of different classification algorithms for the detection of transportation modes by using the same GPS data set. In Ref. \[[@B22-sensors-18-03741]\], researchers reviewed some of the methods for GPS data classification based on transportation mode from the perspective of GPS surveys including travel behavior change monitoring, route choice, traffic safety, etc. Similarly, the authors in Ref. \[[@B23-sensors-18-03741]\] summarized the methodologies of GPS data classification based on transport mode into three main categories: machine learning approaches, probability-based methods that use fuzzy logic rules and probability matrices, and criteria-based method. Although these two review papers \[[@B22-sensors-18-03741],[@B23-sensors-18-03741]\] offered a good overview of what methods were used in transportation science, the solutions provided by research fields are not limited to transportation science. As an extension of the review study, researchers in Ref. \[[@B24-sensors-18-03741]\] given a detailed summary of the solutions for transportation mode detection based on GPS data in different research field including location-based services, transportation science, and human geography. They also discussed and compared the methods of transportation mode detection by using accelerometer-only data set, GPS-only data, and GPS fused with accelerometer data in different research areas. In addition, the methods of transportation mode detection by using smartphone are also reviewed by researchers from the aspects of the type and number of used input data, transportation mode categories, and the algorithm used for the classification task \[[@B25-sensors-18-03741]\]. In particular, to help us gain an overview of what methods will be used as we face different aims in a specific field, methods of transportation mode detection based on above review papers \[[@B21-sensors-18-03741],[@B22-sensors-18-03741],[@B23-sensors-18-03741],[@B24-sensors-18-03741],[@B25-sensors-18-03741]\] are categorized into three groups: research area, algorithm, and input-data, as shown in [Figure 1](#sensors-18-03741-f001){ref-type="fig"}. Each group has the representative articles marked with the publication date (see [Figure 1](#sensors-18-03741-f001){ref-type="fig"}).

Unlike previous review works that summary and discuss the methods of GPS data classification from the aspects of research area, algorithms, and input-data, we provide a systematic overview of GPS data classification methods from the perspective of GPS data acquisition way. Approaches on GPS data classification based on underlying transport mode are classifies into two main groups, single-mode methods and mixed-mode methods, according to the way that GPS trajectories are generated. As part of our review, we discuss the unsolved issues with existing methods and provide future directions for classifying single-mode and mixed-mode GPS trajectories. In summary, the contributions of this paper include: (1) to provide an overview of classification methods of GPS data from a data processing standpoint and extend the review study of GPS data classification from the perspective of input-data (see [Figure 1](#sensors-18-03741-f001){ref-type="fig"}); (2) the challenges and unsolved issues with the existing approaches for each type of GPS trajectories are discussed and summarized in this article.

2. Preliminaries {#sec2-sensors-18-03741}
================

2.1. Discussion: GPS Data Acquisition and Characteristics {#sec2dot1-sensors-18-03741}
---------------------------------------------------------

GPS data as a major part of spatial big data \[[@B26-sensors-18-03741]\] records the position, gathering time, heading, speed, and other movement attributes of moving objects. At present, GPS trajectories can be obtained from a number of sources: volunteers (e.g., OpenStreetMap, Geo-life) and public service platforms (e.g., taxi trajectories collected by taxi companies in Wuhan or other cities in China), etc. In Ref. \[[@B27-sensors-18-03741]\], authors proposed that the GPS position data with timestamp can be generated through two ways: passive data collection, and active data collection. Passive data collection means that data is collected using inbuilt sensor technologies. Instead, active data collection indicates that data is generated by active and sporadic user input. Different data collection methods bring different influences on data quality, data completeness, data information, etc. Researchers compared the similarities and differences of transport data collected in two ways (e.g., passive and active way) from four aspects, which are data quality, safety issues, data completeness, and user requirements \[[@B28-sensors-18-03741]\]. We summarize the differences of GPS data acquisition in two ways from position precision, real-time, and movement information (i.e., transportation mode), as shown in [Table 1](#sensors-18-03741-t001){ref-type="table"}.

Based on [Table 1](#sensors-18-03741-t001){ref-type="table"}, we can see that the transportation mode of GPS data collected either passively or actively can vary. For GPS data collected by the passive way, whether the transportation mode of GPS data is known depends on the application requirement. For example, the transportation mode of some vehicle GPS data is known if it is collected by taxi or bus monitoring system. But it is may be unknown if GPS data is generated from users' smartphones when they are using the related location-based services. Compared with passive data collection, transportation mode of GPS data using active way mainly depends on users' behavior. For example, some volunteers will give a detailed description of transportation mode when they upload their traveling route data (e.g., a part of GPS data in the OSM website and Geo-life dataset), while others just share their data without a description of transportation mode. For most GPS data that currently is used, data collection methods are not limited to either passive or active data collection but can use a mix of both techniques \[[@B29-sensors-18-03741],[@B30-sensors-18-03741]\]. Thus, GPS trajectories classification based on transportation mode is very necessary for subsequent GPS data-based research.

2.2. A Macroscopic Classification of GPS Data Based on Trajectories Generation Way {#sec2dot2-sensors-18-03741}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The GPS trajectory of a moving object is a set of sampled positions with a time stamp and other related movement information (e.g., speed and moving direction). Essentially, GPS tracking data express the continuous motion of moving object in discrete form. In reality, moving objects may change their transport mode through time (e.g., people). As shown in [Figure 2](#sensors-18-03741-f002){ref-type="fig"}, in one case, the moving object only uses one type of transportation tool of the entire trip, and in one case the sort of transportation tools is multiple from the starting point to the destination of the entire trip. Therefore, for a whole trajectory of moving object, the type of transportation mode during a period of data collection may be multiple or single, which may depend on the user's travel purposes, income levels, the traffic condition etc. In this study, a trajectory generated by moving objects using one type or multi-type of transportation mode is classified as single-mode-based trajectory (SMT) or mixed-mode-based trajectory (MMT), respectively.

The classification of SMT or MMT based on underlying transportation mode is conducted around two tasks: transportation mode simplification and identification. Transportation mode simplification indicates to transform MMT to SMT by trajectory segmentation. Therefore, in many transportation mode detection studies, transportation mode simplification is the premise of mode detection especially for MMT. Then, for transportation mode identification of GPS data, the implementation mechanisms are changed because of specific algorithms, research area, and input-data \[[@B21-sensors-18-03741],[@B22-sensors-18-03741],[@B23-sensors-18-03741],[@B24-sensors-18-03741],[@B25-sensors-18-03741]\]. In this study, the present status of mode classification methods for two kinds of trajectories (i.e., SMT and MMT) is reviewed in the following sections.

3. GPS Data Classification Based on the Transportation Mode {#sec3-sensors-18-03741}
===========================================================

3.1. Overview {#sec3dot1-sensors-18-03741}
-------------

In this paper, GPS trajectories are classified into SMT and MMT based on the difference of GPS data generation way. The existing literatures are reviewed from these two sources of GPS trajectories, as shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-18-03741-f003){ref-type="fig"}:

Group 1: SMT is collected by one type of transport mode during moving, hence no segmentation is required. The mechanism of SMT classification based on transport mode has two main steps: features computation (also called movement parameters computation) and classification. The main challenge to a successful classification of all GPS data is how to select effective descriptors from a mass of features and improve the efficiency of classification, as shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-18-03741-f003){ref-type="fig"}.

Group 2: MMT is collected by multiple modes of transport, so it is necessary to recognize the transition points or activity episodes between modes (see [Figure 3](#sensors-18-03741-f003){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, MMT classification, apart from the face of the same challenge of SMT classification, more time is needed to be addressed transition points or activity episodes recognition with high accuracy.

This section presents a detailed review of each group.

3.2. SMT Classification Based on Transportation Mode {#sec3dot2-sensors-18-03741}
----------------------------------------------------

The key task of SMT classification based on transport mode is to detect the transportation mode hiding in these data. On the basis of the previous studies, methods of transportation mode detection for SMT mainly have two steps: movement parameters computation and transportation mode classification. The movement parameters \[[@B31-sensors-18-03741]\], also known as descriptors of trajectories, can be derived from the GPS trajectory and reflect the dynamic behavior of the moving object. Researchers proposed that movement parameters (e.g., speed and tortuosity, etc.) were used to identify trajectory segments of homogenous characteristics corresponding to particular behavioral states \[[@B32-sensors-18-03741]\]. In general, the common movement parameters of GPS trajectories mainly include velocity, acceleration, turning angle, etc. Besides, the SMT is generated by one type of transport mode, the geometric shape of trajectories collected by different transportation tools maybe exist differences. For example, the geometric shape of pedestrian's trajectories may be more complicated than vehicles' trajectories, because they need to avoid obstacles when they are walking, while vehicles just need to travel along the road. Thus, some researchers also used sinuosity, tortuosity, or fractal dimension to quantify the geometric features of trajectories, besides speed, acceleration, and turning angle, etc. In this article, the parameters used to descript the geometrical characteristic of trajectories are termed as geometric descriptors (such as sinuosity, tortuosity and fractal dimension). The descriptions of movement such as speed, acceleration, turning angle are labeled as motorial descriptors, as shown in [Table 2](#sensors-18-03741-t002){ref-type="table"}.

Geometric descriptors (e.g., sinuosity, tortuosity, fractal dimension, etc.) of GPS trajectories are usually adopted to analyze animal moving pattern \[[@B39-sensors-18-03741]\]. Inspired by geometric descriptors of animals' moving trajectory, the author in Ref. \[[@B40-sensors-18-03741]\] presents a novel trajectory classification model based on two types of complexity measures: geometric complexity and structural complexity. As stated in his article, the geometric shape of a trajectory can represent the characteristics of movement via its geometric complexity measure. So, he uses fractal dimension to measure the geometric complexity of trajectories. Although the value of the fractal dimension, sinuosity or straightness etc. could reflect the differences of transportation modes (e.g., walking and driving) to some degree, it is not robust for any situation. In the real world, the sinuosity of trajectories mainly depends on the moving behavior of moving objects and surroundings of movement. For example, sometimes the value of the fractal dimension of walking trajectory may be even lower than driving trajectory if the pedestrian keeps walking straight along the road, while the driver travels on a winding, maze-like streets, as shown in [Figure 4](#sensors-18-03741-f004){ref-type="fig"}. Besides, trajectories collected by car, bus, or motorbike share the same route network and show almost a similar sinuosity profile. Thus, in most studies, researchers didn't take into the geometric descriptors account: authors in Ref. \[[@B41-sensors-18-03741]\] proposed a vibration-based mode detection model using a Bayesian network with a focus on a fine distinction between a car and a motorbike. The main features used for classification are speed and acceleration of trajectories. In addition, researchers developed new point features: bearing rate and the change rate of the bearing rate to aid in classifying transportation mode by using machine learning techniques on the basis of primary study \[[@B42-sensors-18-03741]\].

Training classifier is the next step of transportation mode detection of SMT. Based on the previous work, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is the most common method for transportation mode classification of SMT \[[@B43-sensors-18-03741]\]. During SMT classification process, to improve the operation efficiency, using correlation analysis to decrease the dimension of input features is also needed \[[@B33-sensors-18-03741],[@B34-sensors-18-03741],[@B35-sensors-18-03741],[@B36-sensors-18-03741],[@B37-sensors-18-03741],[@B38-sensors-18-03741],[@B39-sensors-18-03741],[@B40-sensors-18-03741]\]. With the computer technology and statistical learning theory and its applications development, many new classification methods have also gained attraction: authors in Ref. \[[@B44-sensors-18-03741]\] compared the performance of the traditional classification algorithms (K-Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree, and Support Vector Machines) with the tree-based ensemble models (Random Forest, Gradient Boosting Decision Tree, and XGBoost) by using Geo-life data set. Among these machine learning algorithms, the experimental results shown that the XGBoost model produced the best performance. At the same time, a lot of movement parameters used for classification are ordered by importance based on the XGBoost model, which can be used to reduce the model complexity by removing the unimportant features. In addition to decision tree-based methods, neural network-based methods are also widely used in transportation mode estimation \[[@B45-sensors-18-03741]\]. For example, some researchers integrated the hand-crafted features developed by article \[[@B46-sensors-18-03741],[@B47-sensors-18-03741],[@B48-sensors-18-03741],[@B49-sensors-18-03741]\] with high-level features extracted through deep learning architectures. Authors in Ref. \[[@B46-sensors-18-03741]\] proposed to detect travel modes of GPS data by using a Bayesian network of integrating with K2 algorithm and maximum likelihood methods. In Ref. \[[@B47-sensors-18-03741]\], authors used a fully-connected Deep Neural Network (DNN) to automatically extract deep features and classify trajectories based on transportation mode. The core idea of their work was to convert GPS trajectories into 2-D image structures as the input for the DNN model. Similarly, researchers obtained the deep features by transforming point-level features with the aid of the sparse auto-encoder \[[@B48-sensors-18-03741]\]. The deep features are then integrated with the hand-crafted features by using a simple Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Researchers in Ref. \[[@B49-sensors-18-03741]\] proposed to use CNN architectures to recognize transportation modes of GPS trajectories based on the studies of the limitation of the neural network-based method adopted past \[[@B47-sensors-18-03741],[@B48-sensors-18-03741]\]. To emphasize an important point, the experimental data used in above methods are actually generated by MMT way but they first partition the entire trajectory into a series of segments with single transportation mode by using the label files. So they focus only on the improvement of classification accuracy of SMT by using the advanced machine learning techniques, the issues of transition point identification or trip segmentation have been overlooked.

3.3. MMT Classification Based on Transportation Mode {#sec3dot3-sensors-18-03741}
----------------------------------------------------

Compared to SMT, the classification of MMT based on the underlying transport mode is more complex because we need to not only segment trajectories, but also detect the transport mode implied in these segments. Thus, the task of MMT classification includes both transportation mode simplification and identification, as shown in [Figure 5](#sensors-18-03741-f005){ref-type="fig"}.

To transform MMT to SMT, we first need to find the transitions between transportation modes. These behavioral transition points or change points represent the location where moving objects change their current transportation mode to another. In general, transition points can be detected by finding direction or speed changes \[[@B32-sensors-18-03741],[@B50-sensors-18-03741],[@B51-sensors-18-03741],[@B52-sensors-18-03741],[@B53-sensors-18-03741],[@B54-sensors-18-03741],[@B55-sensors-18-03741],[@B56-sensors-18-03741],[@B57-sensors-18-03741]\], or special location points \[[@B58-sensors-18-03741],[@B59-sensors-18-03741],[@B60-sensors-18-03741],[@B61-sensors-18-03741]\]. The detected transition points are then used to partition the whole trajectory into a series of sub-trajectories to ensure that each sub-trajectory is generated by one kind of transportation tool. Thus, for most of GPS data classification methods, the accuracy of transition point recognition directly affects the accuracy of transport mode classification results. Authors in Ref. \[[@B62-sensors-18-03741]\] states that over-segmentation of the trajectories is better than under-segmentation since fast transitions between modes may pass undetected (e.g., exiting a tram/bus, and immediate departure with some other modes). In Ref. \[[@B63-sensors-18-03741]\], researchers summarized that two different branches of science have focused on trajectories segmentation, which includes point-based and segment-based transportation segmentation. The point-based transportation segmentation is used to enrich applications and services with information derived from knowing a user's transportation mode. Segment-based transportation segmentation is regarded as a way to automatically record the activity-travel diary of people. For MMT classification based on transportation mode, the differences of MMT segmentation also lead to different methods of transportation mode detection. Hence, from a data processing of view, the mechanism of MMT classification can also be reviewed from the aspects of point-based classification and segment-based classification, as shown in [Figure 5](#sensors-18-03741-f005){ref-type="fig"}. Detailed discussions for each kind of method are as follows.

### 3.3.1. Point-Based Classification for MMT {#sec3dot3dot1-sensors-18-03741}

From the view of the application, point-based transportation segmentation is usually used for real-time or near-real-time location-based services such as MoveSmarter \[[@B64-sensors-18-03741]\], CO2GO (MIT Senseable City Lab), and MLANFIS \[[@B57-sensors-18-03741]\]. Approaches to GPS data classification based on point-based segmentation mainly depend on a set of sophisticated features which are extracted from multi-sensors (e.g., GPS receiver, accelerometer, and gyroscope) or GIS database (e.g., road network, POI information). In Ref. \[[@B65-sensors-18-03741]\], authors applied a hierarchical Markov model to infer a user's daily movement with the information of bus stops, parking lots, and movement features extracted from GPS device. Authors in Ref. \[[@B66-sensors-18-03741]\] proposed a method for real-time transportation mode detection by using the characteristics of the trail of GPS data of mobile phones. In their article, movement parameters including speed, acceleration, and a number of satellites in view are major input variables that are used to classify between different transportation modes. The neural network classifier is adopted to identify the mode based on the characteristics of GPS data streams. In Ref. \[[@B67-sensors-18-03741]\], researchers presented an approach to inferring a user's mode of transportation based on the GPS data generated by her mobile device and knowledge of the underlying transportation network. The transportation network information considered contains real time location information of bus, spatial rail, and spatial bus stop. As an improvement, authors in Ref. \[[@B68-sensors-18-03741]\] also propose to use neural network-based artificial intelligence to identify the mode of transportation by detecting the patterns of the distinct physical profile of each mode that consists of speed, acceleration, number of satellites in view, and electromagnetic levels. Researchers developed a multi-layered neuro-fuzzy based model (MLANFIS) to detect transportation mode of GPS trajectories in near-real time by using motorial descriptors (e.g., average speed, maximum speed) and road network (e.g., bus network, tram network, and train network) \[[@B57-sensors-18-03741]\]. In Ref. \[[@B69-sensors-18-03741]\] the authors integrated the spatial (e.g., bus stop, road network) and temporal information (e.g., speed) with socio-demographic characteristics of travelers (e.g., personal preferences) to detect transportation mode by using dynamic Bayesian Networks. In addition, a support vectors machines-based model was developed to detect five transport modes via a combination of spatial context (e.g., transport network information) and motorial features (e.g., speed) of human movements \[[@B70-sensors-18-03741]\]. All these studies discussed how to classify the transportation mode of each GPS point, not only by using GPS data but also other sensor data and GIS related information.

From the perspective of GPS data classification based on transportation mode, most of studies selected to extract features directly from GPS devices in aiding mode identification \[[@B44-sensors-18-03741],[@B61-sensors-18-03741],[@B65-sensors-18-03741],[@B67-sensors-18-03741],[@B68-sensors-18-03741],[@B69-sensors-18-03741],[@B70-sensors-18-03741]\]. However, from the view of real-time applications based on transport mode detection, the limitations of GPS information associated with the use of GPS sensors still exist. For instance, GPS information is not available in shielded areas (e.g., tunnels) and the GPS signals may be lost especially in high dense locations, which results in inaccurate position information. Therefore, for real time transportation mode detection, many methods are proposed to make use of the information extracted from other built-in sensors of smart devices (e.g., accelerator) rather than GPS sensor \[[@B71-sensors-18-03741],[@B72-sensors-18-03741],[@B73-sensors-18-03741],[@B74-sensors-18-03741],[@B75-sensors-18-03741],[@B76-sensors-18-03741]\]. Moreover, the accuracies of transportation mode detection of moving object were compared by using features extracted from GPS device or other sensors except for GPS device, and the experimental results show that the accuracy of the former (by using GPS data) is higher than the latter (by abandoning GPS data) \[[@B77-sensors-18-03741]\]. Then, the authors published another paper \[[@B77-sensors-18-03741]\] which demonstrated how to detect transportation mode of moving object in real-time by using data obtained from smartphone sensors including accelerometer, gyroscope, and rotation vector based on machine learning techniques \[[@B43-sensors-18-03741]\], as well as the methods reviewed in Ref. \[[@B25-sensors-18-03741]\].

In conclusion, point-based transportation segmentation is the mainstream approach for real-time applications. For such real-time applications, GPS data collected by GPS sensors have two major roles: First, GPS data only provides location information and will not be used to detect the transportation mode; Second, GPS data not only gives location information but also provides movement features (e.g., speed) to aid in real-time transportation mode detection. Although point-based transportation segmentation by using multi-sensors or GIS information database performs well for real-time applications, GPS trajectories collected from the back-end database of these applications still face the challenges of transportation mode classification if they have no mode flag.

### 3.3.2. Segment-Based Classification for MMT {#sec3dot3dot2-sensors-18-03741}

In contrast to point-based transportation mode detection methods, approaches on segment-based transport mode detection from GPS data are generally not used for real-time location-based services. Because one of the characteristic features of segment-based transportation segmentation is that the mode detection results is time-delay. Thus segment-based transportation segmentation of GPS data is usually used for the research that is related to transportation-science (e.g., travel diary analysis) \[[@B78-sensors-18-03741]\] or human-geography (e.g., human moving pattern mining \[[@B79-sensors-18-03741]\]). For these applications, segment-based classification for MMT is usually taken as the data preprocessing to provide GPS data with specific transportation mode labels. In this study, we distinguish the methodology of segment-based classification of MMT based on the method of transition point recognition. On the basis of the previous study, we classify the methods of transition point recognition into two categories: *Direct partitioning mode* and *Indirect partitioning mode*, as shown in [Figure 6](#sensors-18-03741-f006){ref-type="fig"}. The corresponding methods of MMT classification are given in the following sections.

The *Direct partitioning mode* indicates that we need to find all the potential transition points first, and then using these potential transition points to partition the whole trajectory into a series of segments. To make sure each segment of MMT is collected by one type of transport tools, as shown in [Figure 6](#sensors-18-03741-f006){ref-type="fig"}a. Then, the transport mode of each segment of MMT is detected by the appropriate method and used for knowledge mining such as road network information, urban passenger transportation trans-shipment, moving behavior of urban residents, etc. For example, authors in Ref. \[[@B57-sensors-18-03741]\] partitioned multi-modal trajectories by analyzing the proximity to potential transition points such as bus stops. In Ref. \[[@B39-sensors-18-03741]\], authors proposed a trajectory decomposition algorithm, which includes two steps: global feature computation and local feature extraction. Especially, they computed the movement features (e.g., velocity, acceleration, turning angle, and straightness) for the entire trajectory. Then, they decomposed the profiles generated for different movement parameters using variations in sinuosity and deviation from the median line. This trajectory decomposition algorithm was applied to classify trajectories of moving objects based on transportation mode. The authors in Ref. \[[@B54-sensors-18-03741]\] first used a change point-based segmentation method to partition each GPS trajectory into separate segments; then to classify the transport mode of each segment by using a set of sophisticated features which are extracted from GPS data based on the rules of human moving behavior. In Ref. \[[@B80-sensors-18-03741]\], researchers segmented the trajectory by using the Spatio-Temporal Kernel Window (STKW) statistic. Specially, they ordered all trajectory points by time and then calculated the STKW values. The transition point between two modes was detected by analyzing the changes of STKW values of the trajectory.

Different from the above methods of *Direct partitioning mode*, a hierarchy model is introduced to classify the transportation mode of GPS data, which can improve the accuracy of classification result \[[@B62-sensors-18-03741]\]. Based on the transport mode features, there are three layers of transportation modes. The first layer mainly includes three kinds of transport modes, that is, land transport, water transport and air transport. In the second layer, the land-transport is divided into the walk, bicycle, train, underground transport mode and motor vehicles. And water and air transport mode are respectively classified into boat and aircraft. In the third layer, the motor vehicles are furthermore classified into car, tram, and bus; and water transport mode: boat, is divided into ferry and sailing boat. Based on the method framework proposed in Ref. \[[@B62-sensors-18-03741]\], the recognition of transition points is performed based on the layering of transport modes, and each layer corresponds to some specific rules. For example, for such transition point recognition, land-use information associated with the location of the trajectory is used in the first layer; the speed (e.g., nearly maximum speed, mean speed and mean moving speed), stop or signal shortage are used in the second layer; and the GIS information (e.g., bus stop) is used in the third layer. The fuzzy logic rules are used to classify the transportation mode of GPS data segment after transition point identification. Similarly, in Refs. \[[@B81-sensors-18-03741],[@B82-sensors-18-03741]\], researchers identified transition point to classify transportation mode of GPS data through three steps. First, they used the concept of stops as location anchors to classify each record from valid GPS trajectories into stop segments and trip segments. Then, trip segments are divided into walk episodes and non-walk episodes based on the speed, heading, duration, and acceleration thresholds, etc. Finally, non-walk episodes are further classified into travel by car, bus or other modes based on probability model or machine learning method. Meanwhile, an enhanced transition point identification method \[[@B83-sensors-18-03741]\] was proposed on the basis of the work in Ref. \[[@B79-sensors-18-03741]\] to identify the transportation mode of segments by using Random Forest-based detection model. Unlike the study conducted by Ref. \[[@B84-sensors-18-03741]\], authors in Ref. \[[@B83-sensors-18-03741]\] first merge segments whose distance meets the threshold merely into its following segment instead of preceding and following segments to identify more transition points. Then, adopting iterative method in the segment collection to improve the accuracy of detecting transition point. Compared with the above studies, the study of transition point detection conducted by the authors of Ref. \[[@B85-sensors-18-03741]\] was simpler. Since they just use time and distance thresholds and labeled files to segment the entire trajectories. Focus of their study is sought to select the most importance features from three sets of potential features extracted from trajectories during transportation mode detection.

In summary, the studies that rely on *Direct partitioning mode* show a common and effective way for MMT classification. However, the accuracy of transportation mode detection of MMT is too dependent on the transition point identification accuracy. In general, we can't guarantee that all the transition points can be found because of many practical factors such as the precision of GPS data, the complexity of human behavior, the accuracy of GIS information, etc. Even if the uncertainty of transition point recognition can be reduced by using over-segmentation strategy, but too many fragments also cause the difficulty of subsequent transport mode detection of MMT classification.

The *Indirect portioning mode* for MMT classification is proposed to avoid the reliance on segmentation accuracy. The principle of *Indirect partitioning mode*, as opposed to *Direct partitioning mode*, that researchers need to detect transport mode first by using a moving window or thresholds (e.g., time, distance, speed) and then recognize transition point based on the detection results, as shown in [Figure 6](#sensors-18-03741-f006){ref-type="fig"}b. Case in point: in Ref. \[[@B86-sensors-18-03741]\], researchers partitioned the trajectory into a series of segments by using the long gaps which are caused by the loss of GPS coverage due to indoor activity first. Then, a moving window-based SVM classification algorithm is used to detect the transport mode of each segment. A segmentation process is applied to the classified data after the initial SVM inference is performed. Besides, authors in Ref. \[[@B84-sensors-18-03741]\] proposed to detect the transition point of transportation mode from trajectories based on three steps: candidate transition point identification, transportation modes prediction, and predicted modes modification. For candidate transition point identification, they first extracted the candidate transition points based on the velocity change and then merged all segments divided by candidate transition points with its nearby segments according to the specified distance threshold. Then, they used decision tree-based method to predict the transportation mode of each segment. Finally, the predicted modes sequence was modified based on logical assumption \[[@B51-sensors-18-03741]\] as well as transition points. In contrast to *Direct partitioning mode*, *Indirect partitioning mode* can indeed reduce the reliance on partitioning accuracy. However, how to determine an optimal size of moving window, and how to minimize the impact of overlapping causing by moving window strategy to transportation detection are still challenges. Thus, the final decision for which method is more suitable should be made by considering many kinds of factors including the quality of GPS data, the richness and quality of additional information (e.g., data from other sensors or GIS information) and the aim of GPS data classification.

### 3.3.3. Evaluation Indicators for GPS Data Classification Based on Transportation Mode {#sec3dot3dot3-sensors-18-03741}

The evaluation of GPS data classification results is the core of the whole data classification system, which is also regarded as an important part for examining the effect and quality of the proposed classification method. In Ref. \[[@B21-sensors-18-03741]\], authors compared the relative performance of different classification algorithms for the detection of transportation modes by using the same GPS data set. In this paper, the evaluation indicators are investigated according to the classification methods of SMT and MMT. Specially, for SMT classification, the indicators such as the precision, recall, and F1 score are used to evaluate the results (\[[@B40-sensors-18-03741],[@B41-sensors-18-03741],[@B47-sensors-18-03741],[@B48-sensors-18-03741],[@B49-sensors-18-03741],[@B87-sensors-18-03741]\]). In contrast to MMT, each SMT is collected by one kind of transport mode, so researchers don't need to consider how to evaluate the accuracy of transition point identification.

For MMT classification, no matter for point-based segmentation or segment-based segmentation, most transportation mode detection methods still use precision to evaluate the effectiveness of classification results. [Table A1](#sensors-18-03741-t0A1){ref-type="table"} and [Table A2](#sensors-18-03741-t0A2){ref-type="table"} shown in the appendix are compiled to provide more detailed and visual representation of the results evaluation, each table shows the comparison results of several typical examples from the aspects of data source, additional information (e.g., sensor data of other sensors, GIS information including bus stop, road network, etc.), movement features, classification algorithm and the precision of classification results. Based on the comparisons of [Table A1](#sensors-18-03741-t0A1){ref-type="table"} and [Table A2](#sensors-18-03741-t0A2){ref-type="table"}, although the precisions of these researches show the performance of classification algorithms to some degree, we still can't gain more information from them such as the accuracy of transition point identification. For example, in [Table A1](#sensors-18-03741-t0A1){ref-type="table"}, we only know that the accuracy of classification results by using the method \[[@B65-sensors-18-03741]\] is the highest in the field of point-based classification by using an unsupervised way. But that does not mean that their method is better than others with only one evaluation indicator. Beyond that, as Ref. \[[@B24-sensors-18-03741]\] stated, the current error measures for point-based transportation mode detection methods cannot explain how well the methods describe the continuous transportation mode of the user during the studied time frame. Because they are insensitive for segments from the sequences of consecutive points of the same transportation mode. Moreover, the existing error measures for segment-based transportation segmentation do not respect the continuity of the transportation mode, and the matched segments cannot coincide with all ground truth segments. Therefore, to improve the drawbacks of the current error measures for MMT classification results, they proposed a novel error measure system for MMT based on the time algebra alignment. That is, except for precision, the evaluation indicators of their error measure system also include shift-in penalty, shift-out penalty and over-segmentation. By using those sophisticated indicators, researchers can better assess and investigate the performance of GPS data classification, and to find an optimal method for segmentation or classification based on the values of these evaluation indicators.

4. Discussion {#sec4-sensors-18-03741}
=============

Although the question of GPS data classification based on transportation mode has been discussed heatedly and most of the methods had high detection accuracy, there are still too many issues that needed to be addressed in the future work.

For SMT, one main problem is the homogeneity of the raw data set. That means each trajectory of the raw data set is gathered by only one kind of transportation tool. In the real world, however, most people will not automatically classify their moving trajectories according to their moving mode except for GPS data collected by public transportation system (e.g., taxi, bus, shared bike) based on the passive way. The similarities in some respects between transport modes make it hard for classification, such as riding with low speed and brisk walking. Besides that, from the view of the method, using shape complexity (e.g., Fractal dimension, tortuosity, sinuosity) to describe trajectories collected by different transportation modes (e.g., walking, driving) lacks robustness. Therefore, it is worth considering whether we should use geometric descriptor during SMT classification.

For MMT, there are two ways for classification based on the transportation mode, one is point-based mode and another is segment-based mode. The main issues of these two kinds of methods relate to the detection of changes/transition point. Based on the previous study, researchers use the additional information (e.g., parking lots, bus stop) to improve the accuracy of GPS data classification. Although the more information is used the higher precision will be got, the increase of the information on classification also proposed a higher demand for these processing tools with fast data analyzing especially for real-time services. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the information richness and the computation cost for point-based GPS data classification. Approaches to segment-based data classification generally include two patterns: *Direct partition mode* and *Indirect partition mode* based on the transition recognition methods. Compared with the methods of *Direct partition mode*, methods based on *Indirect partition mode* may be not limited by the accuracy of transition points identification. But the truth is that the change between modes is a process, that all movement parameters come a gradual change first and then stop the change after the previous mode has changed to another, as shown in [Figure 7](#sensors-18-03741-f007){ref-type="fig"}. The gradual change of mode transition increases the error of transportation mode classification especially for two similar adjacent transportation modes and makes it difficult to recognize the transition point based on the primary classifying result. There are two important limitations of existing transition point detection approaches: causing model misspecification and missing the continuous variations in the movement modes \[[@B88-sensors-18-03741]\]. First, most of methods rely on a single, given movement parameter to identify behavioral change points. Thus, it is very difficult to identify cases where behavioral modes are affecting other parameters and causes model misspecification problem. Second, they focus on detecting abrupt changes and therefore missing the continuous variations in the movement modes. The research question about how to define the threshold of transition process during transportation mode detection still needs to be discussed.

The final issue of GPS data classification based on transportation mode is whether we should consider the context information during classification. Based on the previous studies, the context information of movement can be classified as human factors (e.g., age, occupation) and physical environment (e.g., location, background, weather) \[[@B89-sensors-18-03741],[@B90-sensors-18-03741]\]. In general, people need to choose transportation mode according to the specific geographical environment \[[@B86-sensors-18-03741]\]. For instance, we must walk in a mountainous area where there is no road for vehicles or bicycles. Beyond that, most people tend to walk, run or ride in a greener environment. So moving patterns like walking, running or bicycling may tend to happen in a park or near the mountain. At present, although some context information such as locations (e.g., bus stop, parking lots), backgrounds (e.g., land-use) have been used to recognize transportation mode of GPS data, a study which specializes in transportation detection from GPS data based on context-aware is still rare.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-sensors-18-03741}
==============

This paper presents an analysis of the research that surrounds GPS data classification based on transportation mode with an emphasis on how two modes of generation of GPS data, that is, SMT and MMT, approach this task. The paper is structured in three main parts that: Preliminaries, GPS data classification based on transportation mode, and Discussion. For the first part, the GPS data generation way corresponding with the type of GPS data travel mode is provided. The second part, GPS data classification, is the main body of this article. In this part, all existing studies for GPS data classification are reviewed based on the categories of GPS data generation way (SMT and MMT). Based on the study of GPS data classification, the biggest difference between SMT and MMT classification is whether it is necessary to find transition points between modes. Obviously, MMT classification needs to face more complicated problems than SMT, because transition point detection is required for it. Based on the transition point detection strategies for MMT, therefore, classification approaches are further divided into point-based and segment-based, and different types of method have approached this problem with different strategies. In addition, the review of evaluation indicators for GPS data classification is also discussed in this part. The last main part of the paper tries to discuss the issues of the present approaches for each type of GPS data classification based on transportation mode and identifies the most difficult challenges while doing so.
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###### 

MMT classification evaluation based on point-based mode.

  Method                             GPS Data Source                                  Additional Information                                                                   Movement Features                                                   Classification Algorithm                                                               Precision
  ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
  Ref. \[[@B61-sensors-18-03741]\]   Collected 60 days of GPS data from one person    POI information (bus stops and parking lots)                                             Location; Velocity; Direction                                       Hierarchical Markov model (unsupervised learning)                                      98%
  Ref. \[[@B62-sensors-18-03741]\]   GPS device built-in Smart phone                  no                                                                                       Speed; Acceleration; Number of satellites                           Neural networks (supervised learning)                                                  82%
  Ref. \[[@B63-sensors-18-03741]\]   GPS device built-in Smart phone                  Real-time bus locations; spatial rail and spatial bus stop                               GPS data precision; Speed; Heading; Acceleration                    Bayesian Net; Decision Tree; Random Forest; Naïve Bayesian and Multilayer Perceptron   93.5% (Random Forest)
  Ref. \[[@B64-sensors-18-03741]\]   GPS device built-in Smart phone                  Sensor data from accelerometer and magnetometer                                          Speed; Acceleration; Number of satellites; Electromagnetic levels   Neural network-based artificial intelligence (supervised learning)                     85%
  Ref. \[[@B54-sensors-18-03741]\]   GPS data collected by Android-based smartphone   Bus, train, and tram network                                                             Average speed, maximum speed                                        Multi-layered neuro-fuzzy based model (MLANFIS)                                        83%
  Ref. \[[@B65-sensors-18-03741]\]   GPS devices built-in smart phone                 Bus stops, rail stations, road network, socio-demographic characteristics of travelers   speed                                                               Dynamic Bayesian Networks (Unsupervised classification)                                72.5%
  Ref. \[[@B66-sensors-18-03741]\]   GPS devices built-in smartphone                  Railway, motorway, charging stations, public transport stops                             speed                                                               Support Vectors machines-based model                                                   94%

sensors-18-03741-t0A2_Table A2

###### 

MMT classification evaluation based on point-based mode.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Method                             GPS Data Source                                                                                                                           Additional Information       Movement Features                                                                   Classification Algorithm                                            Precision
  ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------
  Ref. \[[@B55-sensors-18-03741]\]   4 months of GPS data by one person; collected by 5 participants in 1 week                                                                 bus stops and parking lots   Location; Velocity; Direction                                                       Bayesian network (supervised learning)                              80%

  Ref. \[[@B36-sensors-18-03741]\]   Public data of OSM                                                                                                                        no                           Velocity; acceleration; turning angle; straightness;                                SVM\                                                                94%
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                (supervised learning)                                               

  Ref. \[[@B51-sensors-18-03741]\]   Collected by 65 users by using GPS-enabled device                                                                                         no                           Distance; Speed; Acceleration; Heading; Stop                                        Decision Tree-based inference model (supervised learning)           75%

  Ref. \[[@B58-sensors-18-03741]\]   Public data on OSM website                                                                                                                Bus station                  Stop; Signal shortage; Speed; Distance;                                             Fuzzy logic concept (supervised learning)                           91.6%

  Ref. \[[@B81-sensors-18-03741]\]   Bus traces were acquired from Inovative Tampere Site's Journey APIs; other trajectories were acquired from the OSM and Geolife projects   no                           Speed, Acceleration                                                                 Random forest                                                       88.5%

  Ref. \[[@B71-sensors-18-03741]\]   Public data of Geo-life                                                                                                                   Bus station                  Velocity category, Acceleration category, Behavior category (e.g., bus stop rate)   DT and five kinds of DT-based combinatorial classification method   86.5%

  Ref. \[[@B77-sensors-18-03741]\]   GPS dataset from the Space-Time Activity Research project in Halifax, Canada                                                              no                           Median speed, median change in heading, total duration                              Multinomial logit model                                             90%

  Ref. \[[@B82-sensors-18-03741]\]   Collected by 81 participants in two-weeks                                                                                                 no                           Distance; Speed; Acceleration; Heading                                              SVM\                                                                88%
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                (supervised learning)                                               

  Ref. \[[@B80-sensors-18-03741]\]   Public data of Geo-life                                                                                                                   no                           Time-slice type, Acceleration change rate, Velocity, Acceleration, VCR, SR, HCR     Random Forest (supervised learning)                                 82.85%
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

![Overview of recent review papers for transportation mode detection.](sensors-18-03741-g001){#sensors-18-03741-f001}

![Analysis of the use of transportation mode of moving objects.](sensors-18-03741-g002){#sensors-18-03741-f002}

![Overview of GPS data classification based on the transportation mode.](sensors-18-03741-g003){#sensors-18-03741-f003}

![Fractal dimension values of trajectories. (**a**) Walking trajectory obtained from OSM website; (**b**) driving trajectories collected by taxis in Wuhan City.](sensors-18-03741-g004){#sensors-18-03741-f004}

![The mechanism of MMT classification based on transportation mode.](sensors-18-03741-g005){#sensors-18-03741-f005}

![Transition point recognition of MMT. (**a**) Direct partitioning mode; (**b**) indirect partitioning mode.](sensors-18-03741-g006){#sensors-18-03741-f006}

![The transition between modes. The left panel shows a simplified graph of the transition from mode 1 to mode 2; the right panel shows the change of the value of corresponding parameters during transportation mode transition.](sensors-18-03741-g007){#sensors-18-03741-f007}
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###### 

The comparison of GPS data collected from different ways.

                Position Precision                                                                                                                                                             Real-Time                                   Movement Information
  ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
  Passive Way   The precision of GPS data varies in a specific range and can be improved using automated quality algorithms. Data quality is ensured through standardized collection method.   High                                        Variable depending on application requirement
  Active Way    The precision of GPS data varies in an unknown range. Data quality can't be guaranteed.                                                                                        Variable depending on level of engagement   Variable depending on users' behavior
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###### 

The motorial and geometric descriptors for GPS trajectories.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Motorial descriptors                                                                                                                         1. Speed (average, standard deviation, median value, skewness, approximate entropy, frequency)

  2. Acceleration (average, standard deviation, median value, skewness, approximate entropy, frequency)                                        

  3. Turning angle/azimuth/heading (average, standard deviation, median value, skewness, approximate entropy, frequency)                       

  4. Distance (average, standard deviation, median value, skewness, approximate entropy, frequency) \[[@B32-sensors-18-03741]\]                

  5. First passage-time \[[@B33-sensors-18-03741]\]                                                                                            

  Geometric descriptors                                                                                                                        6. Straightness (multi-scale) \[[@B34-sensors-18-03741]\]

  7. Straightness index (multi-scale) \[[@B35-sensors-18-03741]\]\                                                                             
  8. Sinuosity/tortuosity of multi-scale \[[@B36-sensors-18-03741],[@B37-sensors-18-03741],[@B38-sensors-18-03741],[@B39-sensors-18-03741]\]   

  9. Fractal dimension                                                                                                                         
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
